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7 UNIQUE EPISODES
ABOUT: CULTURE - HISTORY - TRADITIONS - LIFESTYLE - BEAUTY - PEOPLE - VALUES

THE ONE WORLD DISCOVERY
we dedicate an entire season to the amazing island in the format: 

the v-guides �hosts�
outstanding personalities, who represent the 
modern woman, lead the audience through the 
stories. because of their authenticity and natural-
ness as well as their diverse interests, they reach a 
large target group of all genders and generations.

diaries �daily�: the v-guides present overviews of daily events, ca. �-1� minutes
reviews �weekly�: each week, the v-guides present highlights of the past and upcoming 
days, lifestyle-tutorials, travel-tips, making of, behind the scenes...
frontpage �new website�: it will present further reports and product presentations, 
descriptions, interviews, links etc.

IN GENERAL
film documentary: � + 1 episodes á ��-1�� minutes 
magazine: additional reports on all platforms �incl. links�

"7 WEEKS JAMAICA"

as part of the 

* learn more about the v-guides on page 2�
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WAH GWAAN
7 WEEKS (EPISODES) JAMAICA

the v-guides discover lively cities and hidden gems, characterized by history and long traditions. they explore 
places full of culture, art, and entertainment. moreover, the v-guides meet very interesting locals who show them 
their everyday life, and the beautiful secrets of their home place. the journey goes from old towns to pure nature, 
from popular beaches to secret lagoons, to reggae and the colorful kingston town. no question, jamaica belongs 
to the most amazing places on earth. therefore, it's time for THE ONE WORLD DISCOVERY
7 WEEKS JAMAICA



4fun & entertainment

history - traditions - lifestyle

hospitality - accommodation

citylife & culture

nature

THE CONTENT IN SUMMARY
A CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL PRESENTATION

every episode will be presented in form of an authentic 
diary. from the morning to the evening, the v-guides 
discover the respective places in an authentic way to 

arouse the awareness of many people.

the audience can look over the shoulders of the v-guides, 
when they discover the town in the morning, before they 
go to the beach. after the launch they take the audience 
by the hand to visit a museum or church. in the after-
noon, the v-guides visit historical sites and go shopping 
in town or on a market place in the evening, before they 
enjoy local food. thus, the most exciting places are pre-
sented in an authentic, informative and very entertai-

ning story, to an international audience.



5bob marley's first record"judge not" independence

james bond dr. no

german jamaican relations

60 YEARS

THE RED THREAD
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THE JAMAICA STORY
AND THE ENTERTAINING DOCUMENTARY

7 + 1 FILM EPISODES IN 4K
7 MAGAZINE ISSUES

MORE THAN 350

SOCIAL MEDIA REPORTS
PHOTOGRAPHS IN 50 MP

800 INTERNATIONAL MEDIA PARTNERS
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EPISODE I 
SAINT JAMES & TRELAWNY

the v-guides arrive in MONTEGO BAY and enjoy the comfort of the 
town. here they already fall in love with jamaica. they regain energy 
in a beautiful hotel before they visit the TOWN, its MARKETS and 
other locations like the MARGARITAVILLE MONTEGO BAY. 

after fortifying BREAKFASTS at the following days, greta and 
chiara start trips through the area and enjoy to dive deep into 
jamaica's heart and soul. 

in the 1st episode the v-guides will �maybe� meet the ghost of the 
builder's wife of ROSE HALL. they visit the GREENWOOD GREATHOUS, 
and SAM SHARPE SQUARE AND MONUMENT to learn more about 
the REVOLUTION OF 1831. they goe to THE CAGE, of course, just to 
discover the former slave prison.

rt: �� min.      
magazine: ��� pages      
diaries: �x á �-� min.      
review: 1x 1� min.
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THE STORIES OF WEEK I
EXCERPTION

the v-guides also visit the OLD FORT, and have fun while GOLFING, SWIMMING WITH DOLPHINS 
AND SHARKS, or RIDING HORSES along the shore. they visit local SCHOOLS AND FARMERS, and 

a POCOMANIA CHURCH, before they fall in love with reggae at PIER ONE. the v-guides discover 
the local CUISINE at the HOUSBOAT GRILL, SCOTCHIES, THE FISH HUT, and enjoy a party at the 
PELICAN GRILL, before they continue her journey. the next morning starts at the cruise-ship port 
of FALMOUTH. the girls discover the georgian architecture of the HISTORIC DISTRICT. then, their 
way leads to the GOOD HOPE ESTATE, where they learn more about the history of the SUGAR 
business. then, they explore the LUMINOUS LAGOON at day and night. finally, they have fun at a 
RAFTING TOUR while visiting the MARTHA BRAE RIVER.
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rt: �� min.      magazine: ��� pages    
diaries: �x á �-� min.    review: 1x 1� min.

greta and chiara start the new week of wonderful adventures at the GREEN GROTTO CAVES in SAINT ANN. they dive deep into jamaica’s history, and the 
HISTORY OF REGGAE on a trip to NINE MILE on day 1. the girls enjoy a walk through the childhood home of BOB MARLEY. in the following days their journey 
leads to the former fishing village OCHO RIOS. here, they stroll through the CITY, the TURTLE RIVER PARK, and learn more about the LOCAL CUISINE. they 
talk with many PEOPLE (as usual) and experiences a fascinating NIGHT-LIFE.

EPISODE II
SAINT ANN - ST. MARY
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THE STORIES OF WEEK II
EXCERPTION

the next day, a bit tired from the long night, the v-guides go to the MYSTIC MOUNTAIN. here, they become instantly awake again, while having fun during the 
SKY EXPLORER AND BOBSLED TOURS. they get an adrenaline rush by a ZIPLINE RIDE. in the evening, greta and chiara are fascinated by the LUMINOUS LAGOON. on 
next day, the girls enjoy another RAFTING TOUR on the DUNNS RIVER FALLS and go swimming at the popular BLUE HOLE. then, the way leads the beautiful girls 
to SAINT MARY. here, they visit the SEA TURTLES IN ORACABESSA BAY FISH SANCTUARY. certainly, as girls who represent the modern women, and as a homage to 
the 60. ANNIVERSARY, greta and chiara will leave the water like URSULA ANDRESS did it once in DR. NO, when they enjoy time on the JAMES BOND BEACH, and 
feel jamaica's vibe at the REGGAE BEACH. after the exciting trips, the girls enjoy the cuisine at places like the SPRING GARDEN RESTAURANT, MISS T'S KITCHEN, 
CALABASH ITAL RESTAURANT or the REGGAE KITCHEN AND LOUNGE.
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EPISODE III
PORTLAND - SAINT THOMAS

this week, the v-guides arrive at PORT ANTONIO, where they stop in BUFF BAY at the ORIGINAL ARAWAK MUSEUM. 
after a detour to the MAROON TOWN and ERROL FLYNN MARINA, the SOMERSET FALLS, and ST. THOMAS MINERAL 
SPRINGS, the girls take on the role of BROOKE SHIELDS when they go swimming in the BLUE LAGOON. of course, 
then, they discover the TOWN. next days, greta and chiara visit the REACH FALLS, FRENCHMAN'S COVE BEACH and 
BOSTON BAY. 

rt: �� min.      
magazine: ��� pages  
diaries: �x á �-� min.     
review: 1x 1� min.
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THE STORIES OF WEEK III
EXCERPTION

on day � the v-guides travel via the EAST COAST to the BLUE MOUNTAINS. here, they learn 
more about COFFEE and then, they feel the country's pounding heart during an ECO-TOUR. 

the second half of the week, the v-guides relaxe on the BEACH, PADDLE A CANOE, HIKE TO A 
WATERFALL, and RAFT ON THE RIVER. by doing so, they enjoy the chance to get away from the 
busy everyday life and basks in MOTHER NATURE IN THE CARIBBEAN. greta and chiara satisfy 
their hunger by testing the best JERK FOOD in jamaica at BOSTON BAY. in PORT ANTONIO they 
visit the 658 PLATES RESTAURANT. the girls also visit the ROOTS 21 BAR & KITCHEN, and the 
ANNA BANANA RESTAURANT, to name just a few.
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EPISODE IV
SAINT ANDREW & KINGSTON �SPECIAL�

the next station, of course, is SAINT ANDREW and KINGSTON. a lot of CULTURE and COUNTLESS 
MUSEUMS await the v-guides, who will then also experience a lot of action during adventurous 
BIKING TOURS through the area. they walk in BOB MARLEY'S footsteps and have fun with 
REGGAE AND DANCE in the evenings. 

rt: �� + �� minutes      
magazine: � x ��� pages     

diaries: 1�x á �-� minutes    
review: 2x 1� minutes
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THE STORIES OF WEEK IV
EXCERPTION

one day, ines visits the BOBO RASTA CAMP in the mountains, having conversations, and fun while 
listening to - and maybe playing - the DRUMS. next day, she will learn more fascinating facts about 

jamaica's HISTORY with a visit to the PORT ROYAL and the FORT. the girls take a TRENCH TOWN CULTURAL YARD TOUR, before they visit the HOPE BOTANICAL 
GARDENS. of course, music will play a major role these days. so, greta and chiara visit the TUFF GONG MUSIC STUDIO. after so much action, it is now time to 
enjoy kingston's cuisine with a FOOD TOUR. to satisfy hunger, the girls discover the devon house bakery, the UNCORKED wine local, and GLORIA'S SEAFOOD 
RESTAURANT. they also visit the restaurant of the popular jamaican sports icon USAIN BOLT TRACK & RECORDS. finally, they enjoy the LUXURY of the hotels 
and the NIGHTLIFE MUSIC SCENE of the metropolis. 
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EPISODE V
SAINT CATHERINE - CLARENDON

this week leads the v-guides to the beautiful beaches of SAINT 
CATHERINE and to THE SPANISH TOWN, where they visit the 
ST. JAGO DE LA VEGA CATHEDRAL, THE JAMAICA ARCHIVES, 
MUSEUMS, and OLD HARBOR. of course, greta and chiara also 
visit JAMAICA'S EMANCIPATION SQUARE, THE KINGS HOUSE, 
THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY, AND THE COURTHOUSE. 

rt: �� min.      magazine: ��� pages     
diaries: �x á �-� min.      
review: 1x 1� min.
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THE STORIES OF WEEK V
EXCERPTION

after the historical adventure she visits the RIO COBRE RIVER AND GORGE, and the WORTHY PARK. of course, a trip to rio minho river, the salt river, and the 
COLBECK CASTLE and EDINBURGH CASTLE will not be missed. a lot of nature awaits ines at the jackson bay, farquhars beach and bull head mountain. maybe, 
the beautiful v-guides have time for a bet at the CAYMANAS RACE TRACK. but in any case, they will discover the ST. CLAIR CAVE.
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EPISODE VI
MANCHESTER - SAINT ELIZABETH

greta and chiara start this week relaxed in MANDEVILLE. here they meet many new friends who tell them more about life and study in jamaica. the girls 
visit cecil charlton park and MARSHALLS PEN GREAT HOUSE, as well as the noisy river before they meet some special creatures, when they take part in a 
CROCODILE SAFARI on the BLACK RIVER. their way leads from crocodiles to birds - more or less - because they take a boat to FLOYD’S PELICAN BAR, where 
they enjoy a wonderful afternoon and evening. the next days, the v-guides discover LOVER’S LEAP, and amazing WATERFALLS. they learn more about the 
origins of rum, while visiting the APPLETON RUM FACTORY. the v-guides enjoys the WILDLIFE of jamaica, the APPLE VALLEY PARK, and a JAMAICAN FARM as 
well as the many other attractions of the area. then, ines takes time to get to know one of jamaica's great preciousnesses, the TREASURE BEACH.  

rt: �� min.      magazine: ��� pages      
diaries: �x á �-� min.      review: 1x 1� min.
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THE STORIES OF WEEK VI
EXCERPTION

the v-guides have a lot of fun with deep-sea fishing, snorkeling, sailing, and, of course, they are an eye-catcher on the beach. they also enjoy the CUTLASSBAY 
HIKING and attend SPORTING EVENTS. the girls talk to young FEMALE ATHLETES about their training, their lives, and their future plans. in MAROON TOWN, 
they learn firsthand from the CHIEF a lot about the CULTURE AND HISTORY of the island's INDIGENOUS PEOPLE. every trip costs energy. thus, greta and chiara 
regain power through dining in the LAS VEGAS CAFÉ or SMURF CAFÉ, just to name some examples. they fortify herself in local restaurants as well as directly 
with the delicious ROADSIDE FOOD. while many evenings end with reggae and typical jamaican rhythms, this week the days also end with cool JAZZ.
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before our trip ends, the v-guides discover 
the western parts of jamaica. after the relaxing days in treasure 

beach, reaches the vibrant NEGRIL. she takes a BOAT RIDE along the shorelines.
 of course, greta and chiara visit the cliffs before having fun with SNORKELING and other 

water activities. a picture with the JAMAICA GIANTS will also not be missed. the next day, the 
girls' trip goes to a MARIHUANA PLANTATION, before they enjoy nature and BIRD-WATCHING. on 

day �, the v-guides visits RICK'S CAFÉ for cliff jumping. here, they enjoy an amazing sunset. the next two 
days are dedicated to LITTLE BAY and SAVANNA-LA-MAR, including the BLUE HOLE GARDENS, the REGGAE 

STYLE MAYFIELD FALLS, the STEVEN’S AQUA NATURE PARK and the HIGHLAND ESTATE, to name just a few of 
the many attractions. furthermore, the girls visit BETHEL TOWN where they meet MR. BILL TINGLING to learn 

more about the great projects of the BETHEL TOWN - SEAFORD TOWN FOUNDATION. of course, greta and chiara 
discover the BLUE HOLE MINERAL SPRINGS, and THE CLIFFS before having fun in the water and on the beach. they fall 
deep in love with jamaica when enjoying the NIGHTLY LIVE REGGAE EVENTS.

rt: �� min.      magazine: ��� pages      
diaries: �x á �-� min.      review: 1x 1� min.

EPISODE VII
WESTMORELAND  & HANOVER
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THE STORIES OF WEEK VII
EXCERPTION

here and there, they stop and PLAY DOMINOES WITH LOCALS streetside. the locals also show 
the girls more of the PEOPLE'S EVERYDAY LIFE. the v-guides discover the ISLAND'S CUISINE on 

many places. from the SWEET SPICE RESTAURANT, to the CANOE BAR, the LTU PUB, the ROYAL 
VEGETARIAN CAFÉ, and more. they also enjoy time at ALFRED'S OCEAN PALACE, and learn more 
about the history of sugar during a visit of the SUGAR FACTORY IN SAV LA MAR. at the MOUTH 
OF TOM PIPERS BAY, they visit FORT CHARLOTTE and the FORMER PRISON, the HANOVER 
MUSEUM, to learn more about the town’s history. in the FORESTS of the surrounding area of 
LUCEA, Ines has unforgettable moments at the WATERFALLS, including the MAYFIELD FALLS.
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rt: �� min.      magazine: ��� pages      
diaries: �x á �-� min.      review: 1x 1� min.

the previous weeks were full of adventures and action. but before it’s time to say goodbye jamaica, the beautiful v-guides return to MONTEGO 
BAY. here, they visit the places that they missed when they arrived. by doing so, they remember her adventorous joruney through the pearl of the 
caribbean - FLASHBACKS - before they enjoy for this time the last PICTURESQUE JAMAICAN SUNSET.

THE FINAL
MONTEGO BAY + 7 FLASHBACKS

LICKKLE MORE JAMAICA
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THE FACTS
ALL ABOUT THE REPORTERS, VISUALIZATION, COVERAGE, PRODUCTION...

THE V-GUIDES & GUESTS
THE VISUALIZATION
PRODUCT PLACEMENT EXAMPLES

PRODUCTION NOTES
CONTACTS
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THE V-GUIDES
 HOSTS +++ MODELS +++ DISSEMINATORS +++ NETWORKER

GRETA there are many beautiful, talented
women to see on the screen, in studios, on stages, and on the internet.
but there is only one greta. she is not only stunningly beautiful and exceptionally 
talented. morover, greta is a person with heart and soul. human values such as 
humility, honesty, sincerity, and friendship have great importance to her. rarely you will 
meet such an open-minded, versatile interested personality, who is facing the challenge to 
start a modern adventure by going on a discovery around the globe in order to share the values of our 
world with people everywhere.
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V-GUIDE INES
THE FRENCH LADY

INES is not only a fascinating 
french beauty, she has already successfully completed 

her studies in management of information system and marketing 
management. as a successful model, ines has already seen a lot of 

the world. wherever she is, ines loves to immerse herself in real life 
and thus to get to know the local culture, art, traditions, and, of 

course, the people authentically. 
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V-GUIDE CHIARA
THE GERMAN BEAUTY

CHIARA is a young woman from Berlin, representing the vibe and style 
of the lively German capital. She reflects the modern generation who wants to look 
behind the curtain and horizon of this world and is not afraid to get to know new people 
and learn from and with them. Thus, the political science student can't wait to discover the world 
together with our international audience.
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V-GUIDE VALERIE
THE NORDIC BEAUTY

VALERIE inspires not only with 
her natural beauty, but she also impresses with 

her profundity, as well as she fascinates with her enchanting charm 
and unique sense of humor. on the one hand, with her cool nordic 

look, on the other hand, with a lot of warmth, heart, and soul, she 
enchants women and men of all ages. 
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THE G-GUIDES
THE ENTERTAINING GUEST STARS*

(OPTIONS FOR EXCITING TALKS IN YOUR VENUES)

     ELAINE 
THOMPSON-HERAH
she wrote sports history with her 
olympic victory in tokyo. time for a 
talk with that unique athlete.

NAOMI CAMPBELL 
she's one of the first top models, 
and she still is. we look forward

to an exciting conversation 
about fashion, style, 

empowerment, and, of 
course, jamaica.

MIKAYLA KOFFEE SIMPSON 
we look forward to talking to the  
outstanding grammy award winner 
from spanish town about 
music, reggae, idols, 
and her beautiful 
homeland.

ZIGGY MARLEY his name 
is closely related to the history of 
jamaica. of course, we look forward 
to talking to ziggy marley about 
family, traditions, reggae, jamaica 
and it's values.

*current examples�

MIQUEAL-SYMONE 
WILLIAMS
miss jamaica 2�2� isn't only 
a gorgeous woman. but she 
also represents the beauty 
of her home. thus, it's time 
to talk with the beautyful 
lady about fashion, lifestyle, 
and joie de vivre among 
young jamaicans.
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THE G-GUIDES
THE ENTERTAINING GUEST STARS*

(OPTIONS FOR EXCITING TALKS IN YOUR VENUES)

AYANNA DIXON we look for-
ward to talking to the talented de-
signer about the �life�style and spirit 
of jamaica.

SHERICKA JACKSON 
with her bronze medal in tokyo, 
she made the triple clear for 

jamaica. we are happy to talk 
to her about her life for

sport and on the island.

IOTOSCH music is an essential 
part of jamaica's lifestyle. so we can't 
wait to talk with the artist about his 
inspirations and home.

CHRONIXX we want to have an 
exciting conversation about reggae, 
jamaica's culture as well as the 
legacy of his father chronicle.

SHELLY-ANN 
FRASER-PRYCE 
she is a national heroine. even if she 
only achieved 2nd place in tokyo, she 
is number 1 for many and an absolute 
role model.

*current examples�

ROYAL BLU
we want to talk to 
sean-michael Francis 
about his childhood and 
life in jamaica and the 
values of reggae in 2�21.
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THE G-GUIDES
THE ENTERTAINING GUEST STARS*

(OPTIONS FOR EXCITING TALKS IN YOUR VENUES)

BACCHANAL CARNIVAL
we will also talk to brands and 
beauties of the festival about their 
work, life, the carnival, and the 
particular features that jamaica 
has to offer for everyone.
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INTEGRATION EXAMPLE
PRODUCT PLACEMENT (HOTEL, BAR, ATTRACTION...)

a brief overview of two days within one episode, incl. style of the v-guide�s�

COVERAGE & RUNNING TIME
the hotel becomes an exclusive central starting point for the representation of the region. besides the discovery of the area, the hotel, its history, 

traditions, usp, area, staff, services, and all special features are presented entertainingly and memorably down to the smallest detail. 

approx. � - 2� exclusive minutes in total, plus > 1� additional extensive reports �editorials�, diaries, vlogs, add. photo & media platforms  

area, house, reception, staff...
style: casual, boohoo, travel

ARRIVAL & CHECK-IN
IN THE ROOM

1st glimpse, general overview
style: changing clothes...

the area's attractions
style: beach, bikini, sportive

bath, shower, pool, wellness...
style: beauty, wellness, sensual

restaurant, terrace, bar...
style: eye-catching chic 

bars, events, beach, bed
style: chic, romantic, seductive

THE AREA'S HIGHLIGHTS
BACK TO THE HOTEL

DINNER 
EVENING/NIGHT

bed, bath, comfort...
style: pajama, lingerie, bath 
 

NIGHT REST & AWAKING
BREAKFAST

room service, terrace, beach...
style: chic casual

everyday 1 side story about usp
style: boohoo, urban, beach...

relaxing, action, fun 
style: sportive, bikini, wellness

incl. talk with chef and staff
style: eye-catching elegance

bar, room, emotional mood...
style: chic, romantic, seductive

THE HOTEL'S VALUES
WELLNESS & FUN

DINNER 
GOODBYE
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THE KEY FACTS
VISUALIZATION - RUNNING TIME - DISTRIBUTION - AUDIENCE

coverage: � episodes, each represents one week

avarage running time + number of reports per episode:
        > �� minutes � > �0 related reports
 
additional coverage during the production � teaser:

      daily diaries: á �-1� min. �each day�
      weekly reviews: ca. 1�-1� min.
      depending on the occasion: live-streams

visualization video: a modern, harmonious, atmospheric, sen-
sational mix of ◦ a sophisticated tv-documentary �informative�
  ◦ a commercial image-video �promoting�
  ◦ an exciting road-movie �storytelling� 
  ◦ a personal talk-night-show �entertaining�
  ◦ and youtube channel �authentic�. 

additionally, spectacular aerial shots will be produced.

visualization reports: high-glossy, campaign & catalog, 
report�documentary, travel, art

visualization diaries, live-streams & behind the scenes: 
fresh, modern, funny, entertaining, social-media-style 

copyrights: the deal includes all licenses for an unlimited 
time, incl. usages in other media when given credit to the owd. 
in addition, we can produce an image video that encapsulates 
the most beautiful moments of the journey free of charge.
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THE KEY FACTS
VISUALIZATION - RUNNING TIME - DISTRIBUTION - AUDIENCE

publication area: international�global

multiplicators 1: the v-guides will share the content in social 
media + partner media �this is why we work with model types�

multiplicators 2: the content will be shared with partners of 
the industry, international print- & online media partners, and 
tv- and�or streaming-partners*.

audience: the owd-audience expects outstanding contents, in-
formatve, entertaining and authentic stories: values. the main 
interests are: travel, culture, history, people, nature, lifestyle, 
entertainment, design, technology, mobility, art, wellness & 
health, beauty, sport, traditions, and more.

age-group: traditionally, the age-group is broad-ranging due 
to the wide scope of topics. the average age is between 1� and 
�0 years. 

time of production: ≈ �0 days in total
team: ≈ � - � persons 
procedure: 1-2 preparation days + respective production days 
�1 story-day requires 2 - � production days, see next pages� 
           
publication & promotion time: 
from the first day it starts with social media diaries. 
the episodes will be published � weeks after the production is 
completed, and from then in ≈ � weeks intervals. 
every season will be promoted for � months actively and will 
then be available for an unlimited time in the media center.

planned reach: > 1� million

*from ����, including a rerun of former episodes. 
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BEGIN MAIN STORY 
january 2�22

BEGIN SIDE-STORIES & DIARIES (TEASER) 
december 2�21

DURATION 1ST SEASONS: JAMAICA
� + 1 episodes �release � months in total�

START & DURATION INTERVAL & COVERAGE

DAILY 
vlog's, news, diaries, tutorials... 

WEEKLY 
bts, making of.., sweepstakes... 

FORTNIGHTLY
episodes & magazines �alternating�, reviews...

REGULAR QUALITY CONTENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
entertaining and informative quality content is placed on 
the most popular online platforms almost every day.

THE MULTIPLIERS due to their attractiveness and 
versatility, the v-guides are the strongest cross-media 
multipliers. they are the basis of our multi-channel 
marketing.

PHOTO & VIDEO PLATFORMS 
the v-guides present experience reports,
images, tutorials, reviews, and more on 
commercial platforms and communities.

IMAGE & MEDIA AGENCIES 
selected images and reports are completely 
or partially offered to international agencies 
and stock channels for further distribution.

MEDIA PARTNERS (TV, PRINT, ONLINE) pictures and reports are shared 
(partially exclusively) with relevant consumer and specialist media & blogs 
from the fields of fashion & lifestyle, travel & tourism, science & education, 
technology, mobility, entertainment, art and much more.

MORE THAN 800 MEDIA NETWORKING PARTNERS IN TOTAL!!!

THE COVERAGE
TIMING & DATES
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THE TARGET GROUP
DEMOGRAPHICS AND SOCIOGRAPHICAL

in general the audience...
 
◦ is lifestyle-oriented 
◦ attaches great importance to quality in all spheres 
◦ is willing to take time and spend more money

gender & age group

the main content is addressed to all genders, but 
themes like fashion & beauty mainly arouse the inter-
est of women and x genders. the average age is 1�-��. 

education, job & character                                      

◦ higher education �completed or in progress�
◦ expect top-jobs; therefore, they accept more work
◦ cosmopolitans, interested in other cultures

watching & reading behavior

◦ highly internet-savvy, 
◦ expect to stream content anytime, but
◦ attach value to an authentic & sophisticated content 

main expectations

because of their busy lives, the audience expects to 
get profound information, presented in an entertain-

ing and comprehensible way with a positive message.

usage behavior of cross-media & devices

◦ expects daily news via social media on a smartphone 
◦ takes time for profound content by streaming on tv, 

or watching and reading it on tablet or notebook
 

perception of advertising

◦ they dont like�accept interruptions through ads
◦ accepts product-placements within stories as long 

as they are authentic and relevant

active participation

◦ likes and shares favorite contents
◦ expects a platform for comments and critic

 ◦ wants to take part actively in the storytelling 

v-
gu

id
e k

at
hy
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the COMMUNICATION and the 

CROSS-MEDIA PROMOTION of the     
           documentary takes 
                       place across 

through 

MULTIPLIERS and

MEDIA PARTNERS, 
we publish and promote the

ONE WORLD DISCOVERY
additionally in NORTH and

  SOUTH

thereby, the focus is on 

CENTRAL & WESTERN 
EUROPE AND SCANDINAVIA.

AMERICA.

EUROPE. 

THE TARGET GROUP
GEOGRAPHICALLY
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marco

PHOTO & FILM PRODUCTION everybody is involved in different tasks. the 
v-guides are also editors. furthermore, they take 
care of social media and the organization as well. 
everything is well-organized to keep the effort 

for all concerned as low as possible.

christopher

MANAGEMENT & ORGANIZATION

greta

karina antonia

V-GUIDE(S)

belinda caro debora nicole

for one year, we have 
tested the newest video 
technology. thereby, we 
found a way to produce 
high-quality footage with less effort. 
so, it's possible to realize a documentary with 
only two people and less equipment. it will be 
unnecessary to close a street or place. 
of course, we will not disturb or endanger 
the public, but we will respect their privacy. 
besides, the post-production will be out-
sourced completely. 

greta & ines will overtake the leading roles 
the others will support them temporarily. 

the core team consists 
of two people who are 
responsible for the 

organization and admi-
nistration. temporarily, the v-guides will 
overtake these tasks. other task will be out-
sourced. if it becomes necessary, makeup and 
styling will be done by local artists. 

TEAM ONSITE
in general: between � - � people
additional: 2 - � �temporarily, locals�
 

ines

THE (ON-SITE) TEAM
EFFECTIVE & UNCOMPLICATED

https://valeurmagazine.com/claudia-the-splendid-v-guide/
https://valeurmagazine.com/claudia-the-splendid-v-guide/
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CAMERA & LENSES AUDIOCOMPUTER

1 panasonic s1h � s1r
dji ronin �d �-axis cinema 
sony a� iii from 12mm - ���mm
sony 12-2�mm & sony 2�-1��mm
sony 2��-6�� mm & gopro hero 1�

� ring-lights �directly mountable on the cameras�
� led studio light sets plus � led handheld spots

� panasonic dmw-xlr1 
rode ntg � & rode ntg �+ 
rode blimp mkii
rode boompole pro & rode ws� 

� zoom f1, zoom h� & h�

dji inspire 2 incl. x� � yuneec typhoon h� 
2 dji rs 2 � ronin-s

LIGHT

DRONES & GIMBALS

1x screen ��" � case midi
notebook � keys + hdd

weight in total: ca �� kg

THE EQUIPMENT
SIMPLE BUT HIGHEST QUALITY
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·

THE BUDGET
EXCLUSIVE YET ALL INCLUSIVE

FULL PACKAGE
we offer a complete exclusive integration in the one world 
'� week jamaica' season, including: 

· extensive video documentation 

· sophisticated reports �editorial, text, visually stunning� 

· diaries, vlogs, reviews, behind the scenes 
  (valeur network, social media� 

· social media posts 

· content sharing with online platforms �travel, photo, lifestyle,    
  fashion, entertainment...� 

· content sharing with tv and streaming platforms 
  �optional, from 2�22�

· unlimited availability + linking 

SINGLE PACKAGES
single or non-exclusive integration options are also possible.  
we will create an individual separate concept.
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